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Introduction
LaVinnia's Cat Adventure is a platformer for Android Mobile devices that uses the proven Unity3D
engine to thrust players into the role of an abandoned Cat, caught up in an epic saga of safely
navigating and surviving the dungeon and unforeseen obstacles.
The purpose of this Technical Design Documentation is to express the vision for Lavinnia's Cat
Adventure, describe the contents, and present a plan for implementation. This design document is a
roadmap for me as the producer to focus on the goal, champion my ideas, and maintain instructions.

Project Concept / Pitch
In a world where cats are abandoned and left to survive on their own, help LaVinnia stay safe
on her adventure through the dungeon.

Target Platforms / OS Version(s) Supported
The initial intended platform is Android Mobile Devices, version 4.0 or higher.
Code name

Version number(s)

API level

Ice Cream Sandwich

4.0 – 4.0.4

14 – 15

Jelly Bean

4.1 – 4.3.1

16 – 18

KitKat

4.4 – 4.4.4

19 – 20

Lollipop

5.0 – 5.1.1

21 – 22

Technical Design Goal(s)
My primary goal for this capstone project is completing an independent project from design to
development. The challenging features for me include programming advanced movements of the
primary character, realistic physics, and transitions from level to level.

Development Engines / APIs / Programming Languages
I will use the Unity3D development engine, and the C# language. To overcome previously
identified challenges, I will use CAT Game Builder for Unity, available from the Unity Asset Store
(Handverger, 2020). With CAT Game Builder, I will build custom Conditions, Actions, and Triggers to
use and reuse in my game. Game assets will be made with Blender for Unity, and/or purchased from
the Unity Asset Store.

Development Standards / Cold-Start Procedures
The repository for Lavinnia's Cat Adventure is housed in Underdog, updated and pushed with
SnailGIT. Unity3D version 2019.2.7f2. Scripting is done in Visual Studio 2019 for Mac. To start
developing with me, one would need to request and receive adequate permissions to access the
SnailGIT Files, and assets maintained on OneDrive.

Project Functionality
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User Modes
Lavinnia's Cat Adventure supports single-player mode. There are eight initial levels of difficulty.

Main Mechanics / Sub Mechanics
"LaVinnia's Cat Adventure" is a platform runner for mobile targeted to an audience of all
ages, especially pet lovers. As the name says, the game focuses on a “Cat's Adventurous Journey".
The Cat dodges through a variety of obstacles while travelling down a path engaging the player to
experience a medium-paced gameplay.

“Cat”
(Character)
Jump
(Control
Mechanics)

Obstacles

Collectibles
Game Over

Main Subject of the game
Navigates along the moving
platform
Created by tapping on the
space bar
Does not have a count limit
Lily Pad
Duck
Fish
Island
Bridge
Cataract
Feathers
Revive
Quit

Static on brook, normal obstruction
Slowly moving in opposite direction
Fast moving in random directions
Static on brook, partially obstructs Platform in an area
around
Player cannot tap on the water underneath
Pushes the Platform away
In Game Currency
Gives the player another chance
Goes to main menu

AI Module(s)
The Cat character will enter the screen at random intervals, and have different paces at which
they travel. The Cat will move across the screen at the pace which is randomly assigned. The second
part of the game that artificial intelligence is to handle is the game board. Initially it will be populated
with random items as obstacles, decorations, and rewards. These items are determined based on a
probability for each given item. Once a chain has been completed, those items will be cleared and
replaced with new ones. This is again based on probability of given item. Once players perform a swap
of tiles in the play area, the program will perform a search algorithm to determine any chains. To do
this, the grid will also be represented by a 2D array. From one of the swapped tiles, we will get the
type, and go up the column that it's in, looking for any chains. When a chain is found, the tiles will be
added to a temporary list. Upon completion of the column, the algorithm will move to the next column
on the left. Referencing the list, the algorithm will check the x (or row) position and compare types. If
there is a match, then check the entire column to see if there is also a chain with any of the matched
tiles. Any new tiles in the chain will be added to the temporary list, and the algorithm will continue left
and repeat. Once the left-most column has been searched, or the search for a match in the rows fails,
the left side is complete, and will move to the column to the right of the swapped tile location. Working
in the same manner, the algorithm will check for chains and add them to the list. Once the right-most
column has been checked, or the search in the rows fails, the search is complete. If the list contains
at least four elements, they are removed from the board and the player is awarded points accordingly.
This process is then repeated for the second swapped tile.
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Physics
The Cat has collision detection with the platform, objects, and rewards to determine the fail
condition. Once a collision has been detected between a Cat and the enemy obstacle the
round/game will end. There is also collision detection between the Cat's bullets and the enemy
obstacles.

User Interface / Inputs / Sensors
This section illustrates the list of User (Player) Needs necessary to complete "LaVinnia's Cat
Adventure" game.

User Needs Table
UN1
UN2

UN3

User Need

Solution

Procedurally
generated
terrain/levels
Fake currency
(coins,
crystals, etc.)
used
throughout
game

Perlin Noise is an extremely powerful algorithm that is used often in
procedural content generation (Biagioli, 2014).
public double perlin(double x, double y, double z);
Create Shop System (Studios, 2019)

In-app
purchasing

Unity IAP makes it easy to implement in-app purchases in my
application across the most popular app stores.
Unity Monetization API

UN4

Advertising

UN5

Use of
accelerometer
to move
player

(Service, How to Use Accelerometer to Move Object by Tilting Phone,
2020)

UN6

Select
Character

select.activeTransform
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UN7
UN8

Start/Restart
game
Interact

Unity Tutorial How To Make Restart Button
Rigidbodies enable your GameObjects
to act under the control of physics. The Rigidbody can receive forces
and torque to make your objects move in a realistic way. Any
GameObject must contain a Rigidbody to be influenced by gravity, act
under added forces via scripting, or interact with other objects through
the NVIDIA PhysX physics engine.

.
UN9

Receive
messages

To define a custom message is relatively simple. In the
UnityEngine.EventSystems namespace there is a base interface called
‘IEventSystemHandler’. Anything that extends from this can be
considered as a target for receiving events via the messaging system.

UN10

Modify world

Creating a World Space UI
The UI system makes it easy to create UI that is positioned in the world
among other objects in the Scene.
Start by creating a UI element (such as an Image) if you don't already
have one in your scene by using GameObject > UI > Image. This will
also create a Canvas for you.
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Graphics / Animation / Video
3D Sprites will be used in Lavinnia's Cat Adventure. 2d PNG images will be used as
backgrounds, scenes, and levels. Sprite Sheets will be used to speed up development, and are
usable in Unity Sprite Editor, multiples format. Performance has been successfully tested. Have you
completed any conversions necessary? Some graphics are being designed and readied for
development, while premade assets are available in the Unity Asset Store.

Audio
Throughout the game there will be music playback and sound effect playback. There will be
background music playing throughout gameplay, and special music playback will occur when the user
is at the main menu and when they have lost the game. Other sound effects will be played when a
player successfully completes a level, falls off a platform, or is killed by enemy objects.

Networking
Lavinnia's Cat Adventure will not use networking technology.

Databases / Server Side Technology
There are places throughout the game where a player will need to save and load data.
These are where a player wishes to view/record their high score, view the local leader board,
load/save their progress, and load items purchased from the game shop. At the end of a gameplay
session, if the player has received a top score, they will be presented with the option to add it to the
local leader board. This will be a saving action. At any time, from the main menu, players may view
the local leader board which hosts the top 10 scores for players. This will be a loading action. If a
player wishes to continue their level mode, their previously selected level will be loaded. Throughout
the game, players will be able to buy items from the shop. If a user quits their game, they should still
be able to use those items. Since this material is not sensitive or big there is no need for encryption
or compression. As far as the procedure goes to do the saving a loading, Unity has built in
functionality to handle this.

Advertising / In App Purchasing
LaVinnia's Cat Adventure will use Unity IAP to implement in-app purchases in the Google Play
Store. Unity Monetization API will be implemented for in-game advertising.
In-App Purchases. In the Services window, select In-App Purchasing (Services, 2020).
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Create Store; script to store items available for purchase in the store.

Ads. Created by the leading mobile game engine, the Unity Ads SDK provides a comprehensive
monetization framework for your game, whether you develop in Unity, xCode, or Android Studio.
It streamlines ads, in-app purchasing and analytics (Service, 2020).
The following implementation resources are for games made with Unity:
•
•

Integrate Unity Ads using the Monetization API.
Expand basic ads integration:
i. Reward players for watching ads.
ii. Incorporate banner ads.
iii. Incorporate Augmented Reality (AR) ads.
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•

•

If the game uses in-app purchasing, integrate IAP Promo.
i. If you use Unity IAP, click here .
ii. If I use a custom IAP implementation, click here.
iii. (Optional) Customize Promos with Native Promo assets.
Convert Ads and Promo Placements into Personalized Placements to take
advantage of Unity’s revenue optimization features.

Security
I will not be collecting personal data from my players.

Localization Plan
LaVinnia's Cat Adventure will not utilize a localization plan.

Software Updates
I will follow the Unity3d update release schedule to maintain necessary updates.

Custom Topics
At this point there are no custom features not covered in the above topics.

Additional Technical Information
1. Accelerometer; Add script to sphere or whichever object needs to use the accelerometer as
a moving force (Service, How to Use Accelerometer to Move Object by Tilting Phone, 2020)

a.

2. Cat selection; player needs to select an Avatar (Cat) (Tracker, Selection.activeTransform,
2020).
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Mockups / Flowcharts
Interface Flow

This is an initial mockup of the user interface and UX from screen to screen and level to level.
The actual assets will be more polished and consistent.
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Assets
Visual Assets
What is it
used for?
AGDEN
CYB
Font
PixelFJV
erdena
12Pt
Font
grass:
decorati
on
plates;
decorati
on
waterfall
large;
decorati
on
waterfall
small;
decorati
on

Filepath or location

vbealman/desktop/lavinni
acatadventure/assets
vbealman/desktop/lavinni
acatadventure/assets
vbealman/desktop/lavinni
acatadventure/assets
vbealman/desktop/lavinni
acatadventure/assets
vbealman/desktop/lavinni
acatadventure/assets

Ex:
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door;
decorati
on
door;
object

vbealman/desktop/lavinni
acatadventure/assets

key;
object

vbealman/desktop/lavinni
acatadventure/assets

lamp;
object

vbealman/desktop/lavinni
acatadventure/assets

platform
small
platform
wall big
platform
wall
medium
tiles;
backgro
und

vbealman/desktop/lavinni
acatadventure/assets
vbealman/desktop/lavinni
acatadventure/assets

arrow
down;
weapon
arrow
up;
weapon
arrow
left;
weapon
arrow
right;
weapon
axe;
enemy
weapon

vbealman/desktop/lavinni
acatadventure/assets

gun;
enemy
weapon
needles;
enemy
weapon

vbealman/desktop/lavinni
acatadventure/assets

rock;
enemy
weapon

vbealman/desktop/lavinni
acatadventure/assets

vbealman/desktop/lavinni
acatadventure/assets

vbealman/desktop/lavinni
acatadventure/assets

vbealman/desktop/lavinni
acatadventure/assets
vbealman/desktop/lavinni
acatadventure/assets
vbealman/desktop/lavinni
acatadventure/assets
vbealman/desktop/lavinni
acatadventure/assets

vbealman/desktop/lavinni
acatadventure/assets
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button
enter; UI
button
pause;
UI
button
left; UI
button
up; UI
button
down; UI
health;
UI
key; UI
OpenDo
or; UI
scenes
scripts

zombie
cat;
characte
r

vbealman/desktop/lavinni
acatadventure/assets

vbealman/desktop/lavinni
acatadventure/assets
vbealman/desktop/lavinni
acatadventure/assets

Levels 1-8
animationAutoDestry, arrowControllY, arrowControlX,
chekPointScript, DoorScript, GameMaster, go_scrip,
GroundScript, GunTrap, KeyMaster, mMscript,
NeedlesOnGround, platformMove, playerController,
PlayerPos, rockDestr, rockTrap, rockTrigger, scriptKey,
UIScript

vbealman/desktop/lavinni
acatadventure/assets

Audio Assets
TBD
What is it used for?

Filepath or location

Size
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Features
Crucial, Secondary, and Wish List Features (A, B, and C Features)
A - Crucial Features

B - Secondary Features
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C - Wish List Features
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Development Roadmap
Storyboarding and Game Design
March 23 - March 29.

Technical Design Document
Prototype #1
Prototype #2
Level 1 Scene
Start Screen UI/UX
Level 1 Objects
Level 1 Actions
Level 1 Enemies

Mobile Development Months
March 30 - April 5

Level 2 Scene
Level 2 Objects
Level 2 Actions
Level 2 Enemies
Restart Button UI/UX
Pause Button UI/UX
Level 1/2 Coins
Level 3 Scene
Level 3 Objects
Level 3 Actions
Level 3 Enemies
Game Over UI/Message
Level 3 Coins
Scoring System
Store
In-App Purchase UI/API
Level 4 Scene
Level 4 Objects
Level 4 Actions
Level 4 Enemies
Level 4 Coins
Share/Like Buttons/API
Level 5 Scene
Level 5 Objects
Level 5 Actions
Level 5 Enemies
Level 5 Coins
Level 6 Scene
Level 6 Objects
Level 6 Actions
Level 6 Enemies
Level 6 Coins

April 6 - April 12

April 13 - April 19
April 20 - April 26

April 27 - May 3

May 4 - May10

May 11 - May 17
May 18 - May 24

Milestone 1
Milestone 2
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May 25 - May 31

Milestone 3: Alpha Build

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

June 1 - June 7

Complete remaining
crucial features
A new player in the
target audience with
minimal external
guidance can play the
game
Complete Art and UI
sufficiently for players
to be motivated to play
through the core loop
(not all placeholder)
Game performance is
minimally viable on the
primary target platform
A player in the target
audience indicates a
desire to continue
playing on their own
Key sound effects are
implemented
The core gameplay
loop obviously
demonstrates learning
integration into play
mechanics

Level 7 Scene
Level 7 Objects
Level 7 Actions
Level 7 Enemies
Level 7 Coins

June 8 - June 14
June 15 - June 21
June 22 - June 28
June 29 - July 5

Milestone 4
Milestone 5
Milestone 6: Beta Build

July 5 - July 12
July 13 - July 19
July 20 - July 26

Milestone 7
Milestone 8
Milestone 9: Gold Build

Level 8 Scene
Level 8 Objects
Level 8 Actions
Level 8 Enemies
Level 8 Coins
Final polishing of game
UX Testing
Debugging
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Game Production Documentation
Feature List
Category

Feature

Priority Difficulty

Milestone

System

Score System
Inventory
Camera
Touch Input
Keyboard Input
C#
Unity
CAT Game Engine
Number of Coins Available
Movement
Walk
Run
Jump
Crouch
Die
Gravity
Platforms:
Floors
Walls
Ceilings
Moving
Doors
Physics
Spawning
Items:
Collectibles
Consumables
Power-Ups
Weapons
Enemies:
Movement
Bosses

3

3

3

1

1

1

1
1

3
3

3
2

1

2

1

2

3

3

1

2

3

Tool
Gameplay
Gameplay

Gameplay

Gameplay

Gameplay

Category:
• Gameplay: features directly impacting the player
• System: system to support feature content
• Tools: production tools used to implement the feature

Master Task List

The master task list is a list of tasks that correspond to each feature in the feature list. Only system and
gameplay features are included in this list.

Number

Task

Priority

Dependencies

Milestone
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1
2
3

Develop menu interface
Develop animation system
Develop character attack
animation system

1
1
1

NA
NA
2

Cut List
Task

Dependencies

Milestone

1
1
1
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Verification and Validation (V&V)
Verification (Developer perspective): Are we building the product right? Each feature should conform to its
specification. During verification phase, the feature is evaluated to determine whether it meets the specified
requirements. From a developer point of view, are we building the feature correctly?
Validation (User perspective): Are we building the right product? Is the capstone feature doing what the user
expects?

Quality Test List
Milestone

Task

Requirement

Completion Criteria

1

Develop Menu
Interface

Test cases meet specs, Code is
functional, UI meets requirements

2

Develop Character
animation

3

Develop Enemy
animation

Review code, test
cases
Test code and UI
Review code
Test movement and
timing
Review code
Test movement and
timing

Test cases meet specs, Code is
functional and operates as expected,
character moves as expected
Test cases meet specs, Code is
functional and operates as expected,
enemy moves as expected
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